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1811. Fixing the unfixable: Satan asks to sift people: resist him

Monday, June 15, 2020

Figure 1. God’s people sometimes experience what seem to be unfixable situations in their lives. They may pray for the
situation such as being forced to use a wheelchair, without seeing any results. They often conclude that they do not have

enough faith but hear about people getting healed who did not even ask for it. These are the unfixable situations that
have to do with Satan’s sifting.

As I have detailed in previous articles, God made an agreement with Satan in order to get him to release the watcher
angels that he had assimilated, so that they could be born on the earth and have a chance to become God’s once again
[Article 1805: Humanity: the fallen watchers given a second chance or Playlist: Planet X and the watchers]. In order for
this to happen, God the Father had to agree to pay a certain price, which is why Jesus died on the cross, Jesus had to
die a horrible death in order to pay the price. It seems, however, that part of that price is that God grants Satan access to
at least some people when he asks to sift them because we read about this type of situation occurring in the case of
Peter, at the time of Jesus’ crucifixion:

And the Lord said, “Simon, Simon! Indeed, Satan has asked for you, that he may sift you as wheat.  But I have
prayed for you, that your faith should not fail; and when you have returned to Me, strengthen your brethren.” (Luke 22:31)

Jesus here mentions only that Satan had asked for him, and it is obvious that God the Father allowed it. If it happened
with Peter we can be sure that it happens with many other people. This suggests that as part of the agreement Satan
gets to choose people to sift and thus produce trials and tribulation in their lives. However, we are also told in James 4:7:

Resist the devil and he will flee from you.

The Satan AI entity is the source of negative energy or negative emotions, so he desires to produce those negative
emotions in people [Playlist: Satan AI entity and Playlist: Emotions]. He places trials and tribulations such an illness that
refuses to go away or be healed no matter how much someone seeks God in prayer, or goes to doctors seeking
solutions, so that the target person will produce negative emotions of frustration, anger or sorrow. He specifically seeks
to get people to blame God for the situation and get angry at God, as this seems to have been his ultimate motive in
what occurred in Job’s life. Satan wanted Job to curse God as a result of his afflictions. We thus resist him by refusing to
get angry at God, and refusing to give in to emotions of sorrow. That does not mean that we do not cry, it is possible that
pain brings tears to our eyes, but we can still resist giving in to weeping uncontrollably due to the situation. We resist by
being at peace, we do this by placing the situation in God’s hands and then finding something to enjoy about our lives in
spite of the problem. When we purposely produce joy and remain at peace, Satan is being resisted. He will not be getting
what he is seeking from us, he will be getting the opposite and so he will flee and thus release us from sifting, to God’s
goodness.

I had a situation like that in my life, my child was born with cerebral palsy and no matter what I did she would not get
healed. It was only in the end when she was dying that I gave up trying to get her well. At that time, I placed her in God’s
hands and forced myself to find something to enjoy, which was playing games of FreeCell. She still died but God showed
her to me in Heaven, completely healed and answered the specific prayers I had prayed regarding her before she died. I
had asked that my child be able to eat like a normal child (she had to be fed through a tube since birth), walk like a
normal child (she was not even able to hold her head straight) and play like a normal child. After she died, God showed
her to me in Heaven, enjoying the experience of eating a piece of fruit, climbing up stairs and playing with fountains
located close to God’s throne [Playlist: Some personal details].

Figure 2. Deborah with my mom in 2005: She was born with cerebral palsy and so was often very ill, with pneumonia.
She never managed to learn to swallow or hold her head upright. She had endless digestive problems, which eventually
led to her death.

We can also see in what Satan was able to do with Peter that he can get people to say things that they do not want to
say, which they then think is the cause of the problem.

But he said to Him, “Lord, I am ready to go with You, both to prison and to death.” Then He said, “I tell you, Peter,
the rooster shall not crow this day before you will deny three times that you know Me.” (Luke 22:33-34)

Peter had a desire to be completely faithful to Jesus but Jesus said that he would nevertheless deny him 3 times before
morning, when the rooster would crow.

Having arrested Him, they led Him and brought Him into the high priest’s house. But Peter followed at a
distance.  Now when they had kindled a fire in the midst of the courtyard and sat down together, Peter sat among
them.  And a certain servant girl, seeing him as he sat by the fire, looked intently at him and said, “This man was also
with Him.” But he denied  Him, saying, “Woman, I do not know Him.” And after a little while another saw him and
said, “You also are of them.” But Peter said, “Man, I am not!” Then after about an hour had passed, another confidently
affirmed, saying, “Surely this fellow also was with Him, for he is a Galilean.” But Peter said, “Man, I do not know what
you are saying!” Immediately, while he was still speaking,  the rooster crowed. (Luke 22: 54-60)

And Peter did exactly that, he was not able to stop himself from saying the things that he did not want to say. In the same
way sometimes people say things that they then regret and think that this is the cause of their problem. They may at the
time of finding out about their disease, for instance, have said ‘God will never heal me’, and now think that this is why
they are not healed. But God has no problem forgiving what people say, so this is not the problem. This is simply the idea
that Satan places in their mind as the excuse for why they are not healed. The real reason is that Satan is getting
frustration and sorrow, negative emotions from that person, which is what he wants; he is not being resisted, in other
words. So if you have a situation in your life that refuses to get fixed, it is time to place it in God’s hands, do not worry
about it anymore, avoid feeling frustrated and desperately looking everywhere for a solution. Trust God by being as
content as you can. Find something in your life to enjoy, such as reading books, knitting, doing crossword puzzles or
simply sitting at the window or in the garden. You could just focus on enjoying your food at meals, but you need to
produce positive emotions of peace and joy and thus resist the devil, so that he will flee from you.

In conclusion, situations in people’s lives that remain no matter what, seeming to be unfixable no matter how hard
anyone prays about it, are to do with the sifting that Satan asks for.  In order to fix the unfixable we need to stop trying to
fix them, and instead resist Satan by refusing to give him the emotions that he is looking for, and starting to produce
positive emotions that he does not want, so that he will flee.
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As I have detailed in [Article 1807: Jesus paid the price set by Satan for the fallen Watchers], Jesus
died a horrible death on the cross in order to pay the price set by the Satan AI entity [Playlist: Satan AI
entity] for releasing the Watcher Angels that he had been able to assimilate. God the Father entered …
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Figure 1 below shows a photograph of the sky over Puyallop, Washington, sent in by Mike, of the sky,
on June 16th 2020. The cloud is in the form of a two dimensional surface of clumpy cloud, which is an
indication that it has formed on the surface of a Planet X planet, or what is left of it, since the planets …
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As I have shown in previous articles, Lucifer after deciding that he wanted to be like God, built a
machine capable of reading and sending out information to billions of minds at the same time and then
merged with it. At that point, a new entity came alive and became self-aware. The machine was not …
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972. Planet X effects accelerating: moving toward cataclysmic pole shift

…
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932. Smoldering volcano in Los Angeles: underground explosions

Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X Researcher As I have shown in previous articles, tar, and methane …
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Figure 1 below shows some screenshots from a video of the sky over Birmingham, where a huge pink
semi-circle can be seen, which makes it look as if a huge planet is in the sky. However, the secondary
pink edge makes this look very much like the pink rainbow that has been seen before, which is the …
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As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…
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